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Introduction

Cognitive neuroscience is the branch of neuroscience that studies the neural mechanisms of cognition; that is, it is concerned with understanding how mental processes
take place in the brain (Gazzaniga, 1999).1 Cognitive neuroscience uses methods from
cognitive psychology, functional neuroimaging, neuropsychology, and behavioral
neuroscience. An influential theoretical approach within cognitive neuroscience is
computational neuroscience, which draws on neuroscience, computer science and
applied mathematics. It uses mathematical and computational techniques to understand
the function of the nervous system (Dayan and Abbott, 2001). In traditional computational neuroscience, the generation of a cognitive theory typically follows the following steps: (1) a set of experiments are run and data on the behavior to be modeled
(time, error percentage, etc.) are collected and stored; (2) a neuroscientist generates a
cognitive theory of the behavior; (3) the cognitive theory is implemented in the form
of a computer program; (4) the computer program is run through the same experiments; and (5), if the output of the computational model is reasonably similar to the
values produced by the experiments, the theory is considered valid.
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In this paper we use ‘cognitive neuroscience’ as a generic term covering neuroscience, cognitive science, and cognitive psychology.

The second step, in which a neuroscientist generates a cognitive theory, is a good
example of scientific discovery in action. Scientific discovery can be described as
heuristic search in combinatorial spaces (Langley et al., 1996; Simon, 1977). In this
context combinatorial means that at each point, several decisions are possible, and
also that the search space outgrows human capacities to explore it. To avoid these
limits, artificial intelligence has developed different search techniques that can devise
laws, theories and concepts. These techniques can be used either autonomously or
semi-autonomously, and they have been successfully applied in science (Bollobas and
Riordan, 1998; Valdes-Perez, 1999). One important class of computational search
techniques consists of evolutionary computation, which includes genetic algorithms
(Holland, 1992; Mitchell, 1996) and genetic programming (Koza, 1992; Koza, 1994).
Genetic Programming (GP) evolves entire computer programs in the form of hierarchical trees using a set of operators and terminals by first generating an initial population of random trees and applying natural selection, crossover, and mutation to breed
the following generations. The key of the process is the fitness function used to evaluate the fitness of each program against the desired output. At the end, GP outputs the
program that verifies some conditions regarding its fitness value.
GP has become very popular in recent years due to its ability to automatically design complex structures using a tree representation. As evolutionary computation is
not as sensitive to local minima and initial conditions as other hill-climbing methods
(Koza, 1992), and as it can explore large search spaces efficiently and in parallel, it is
ideal in problems where the information is noisy and subject to uncertainty. Evolutionary computation in general and GP in particular have already been used for a wide
variety of applications including digital hardware design and optimization (Jackson,
2005), analog hardware design and optimization (Dastidar et al., 2005), solving multiobjective problems (Whigham and Crapper, 2001), design of classifiers (Muni et al.,
2004), and also some neuroscientific applications like diagnostic discovery (Kentala et
al., 1999), neuromuscular disorders assessment (Pattichis and Schizas, 1996), and
interpretation of magnetic-resonance brain images (Sonka et al. 1996).
Considering that the hierarchical tree structure produced by GP is convenient for
simulating human mental programs, as we discuss later, and that the generation of
cognitive theories is another example of heuristic search within a combinatorial space,
we propose to use GP to generate cognitive theories automatically. Our approach uses
the experimental data traditionally used to validate theories as a means to compute the
fitness of a given model, and thus to control the evolution process. Nevertheless, the
automatic generation of cognitive theories using GP faces some problems:
• Lack of standard set of operators. In general, when using GP for typical problems
the set of operators used are known, well defined and accepted. In cognitive neuroscience, the set of primitives of the mind, with some minor exceptions, are not
known, or generally accepted. This implies uncertainty as to whether the set of
primitives used is correct and sufficient to model a given behavior.
• The data used to compute the fitness function have an inherent error due to their

empirical nature, because the original experiments were carried out with humans as
subjects2. This implies that the operators should also have some error value when
being executed, to mimic this non-deterministic behavior. The experimental data
usually capture this variability using the standard deviation (std) of the results.
• Availability of fitness data. In most previous applications, the desired behavior
that is used to evolve GP is well defined and known (for example, when automatically designing hardware, the desired outputs for each input are well defined). This
is not the case for cognitive neuroscience, where the information needed to evolve
programs is not well defined (for example, different authors can report different results for the same experiment) and is widely dispersed.
In this paper, we present a novel strategy to automatically generate cognitive theories using a combination of GP and experimental data found in the literature. The goal
of our work is to help neuroscientists elaborate more complex and veridical explanations of behavior. In order to illustrate our strategy we present a simple application
example using a task commonly used in neuroscience, the delayed-match-to-sample
(DMTS) task.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we give a brief introduction to
Genetic Programming, focusing on how the different characteristics affect its application to the generation of cognitive theories. In Section 3 we present the basic strategy
used to automatically evolve cognitive theories. In Section 4 the environment designed
and implemented for the evolution of theories is detailed. Section 5 presents an application of our method, using the delayed-match-to-sample task; we also discuss the
cognitive theories generated by our approach. The paper finishes with conclusions and
a discussion of future work.

2. Introduction to Genetic Programming
GP is an evolutionary computational technique based on reproduction of the fittest
that evolves a population of computer programs based on some requirements (Banzhaf
et al., 1998; Angeline and Pollack, 1992; Koza, 1994). By operating on variable size
digital chromosomes (Mitchell, 1992), GP removes some of the limitations of genetic
algorithms, mainly the necessity to use fixed-length chromosomes, the difficulty in
representing hierarchical structures, and the lack of dynamic variability (Koza, 1992).
Each individual program in GP is expressed using a hierarchical tree composed of
terminals and operators, and has associated a fitness value that indicates the program
quality with respect to the goal of the evolution. The evolution process is implemented
using three genetic operators (reproduction, crossover and mutation), which control
which individuals pass from one generation to the next one. The evolution process in
2

The same is true for experiments done with animals, for which the concepts presented in this
paper also apply.

Table I. Set of variables that define GP evolution [9].
Parameter
N
M
MDNI
MDIAC
FRF
CAPF
CAFPF
MDNS
MS
MIG
MS
RS

Content
Population of each generation
Maximum number of generations
Max depth of new individuals
Max depth of individuals after crossover
Fitness reproduction fraction
Crossover at any point fraction
Crossover at function point fraction
Max depth for new subtrees in mutants
Method of selection
Method of initial generation of the population
Method or combination of methods used to Stop the
evolution procedure
Seed used by GP for modelling randomness

GP comprises the following steps:
• Step 1: Selection of admissible set of Operators (O), set of Terminals (T),
fitness function and GP parameters. The set of operators O is composed by the
operations and functions available to the GP system, and, in traditional applications it contains logical operators or arithmetic and mathematical functions. The
set of terminals T is composed by the inputs of the system and constants. The set
{O, T} must have two properties: (1) closure and (2) completeness. Closure requires that the output of any member of {O, T} can be the input to any member of
O, i.e. that there are no restrictions in the combinations of terminals and operators. Completeness requires that {O, T} provides enough functionality to present
a solution to the problem. When working in environments where O is not well established, such as computational neuroscience, the design of these elements can
be complex. Regarding the fitness function, it is defined as a mathematical function that obtains the fitness between the program being evaluated and the desired
behavior. Typically, this is some form of distance between the output produced
by the program and the desired behavior. Regarding the GP parameters, there are
a number of parameters that need to be defined before starting the evolution. Table I presents these parameters.
• Step 2: Generation of initial population of trees. Using {O, T} a set of N
trees is randomly generated. These trees can be of different sizes and shapes, and
can be generated: (1) fully randomly, (2) as set of initial programs given by the
designer, (3) as random variation of plausible programs, or (4) a combination of
the previous methods. With fully random generation, there are different techniques: full, grow, and half-and-half (Koza, 1992). In a neuroscience context, the
possibility of feeding the system with existing explanations (i.e., programs) can
be very useful to obtain more elaborated cognitive theories.

Figure 1. Example of Crossover

• Step 3: Calculation of the fitness of each program. The fitness is computed based on the performance of each program on a set of fitness cases, where
both the input and the output are known. There are several measures for fitness
typically used: raw fitness, standardized fitness, and normalized fitness, among
others. With cognitive programs, the fitness cases consist of behavioral data of
humans performing some tasks, where the fit is the amount of variance in the
empirical data accounted for by the cognitive program.
• Step 4: Probabilistic application of the genetic functions of selection,
crossover, or mutation. The selection of one of the methods is given by the probabilistic values defined in the first step of the process. The selection function replicates one individual in the new population. The most typical selection function
is fitness-proportionate, where the probability for an individual to be selected
depends on its fitness compared with others in the population. The crossover
function refers to producing two offspring from a random point in each of the
two parents and swapping the resultant subtrees. Fig. 1 presents an example of
crossover. The two programs used for crossover are chosen according to their
fitness, and the two resulting programs are passed onto the new generation. The
mutation function consists in replacing a subtree below a random point by a randomly created subtree. The mutated solution is passed onto the new generation.
Mutation helps to maintain diversity.
• Step 5: Repetition of the process. Once we have the new generation, steps
three and four are repeated until a solution is found. GP does not necessarily
converge, so, in general, the process stops once the number of maximum generations has been reached or a program with fitness value smaller that a predefined
value is produced.
For the implementation of the system and the experiments described in this paper, we
have used the standard Lisp implementation of GP detailed by Koza (1992). GP for
modeling theories of cognitive behavior faces some limitations:

• (1) Tree Structure. In general, the basic hierarchical tree structure is
enough for representing the programs needed, but in some cases more complex
structures are needed; in that case, several techniques exist to implement cyclic
or recursive function calls, such as automatically defined functions (Koza, 1994;
Angeline and Pollack, 1992). Regarding the representation of cognitive theories,
it is assumed that simple systems, both natural and artificial, are more likely to
evolve into complex systems if they are organized as modules and hierarchies
(Simon, 1992). Hierarchical organizations have been proposed for brain structures (Churchland and Sejnowski, 1992), cognitive processes (Kosslyn and
Koenig, 1992) and knowledge representations (Gobet, 2001). While the assumption of modularity has sometimes been disputed (Elman et al., 1996), it can be
said that it is accepted by mainstream neuroscience (Shallice, 1990). This implies
that the hierarchical tree structure may be considered sufficient to model cognitive behavior models.
• (2) Bloating. Bloating is an inherent GP problem and represents the accelerated growth of the trees in successive generations (Langdon and Poli, 1998;
Lones and Tyrrell, 2002). This problem also relates to the execution time problem, because larger programs consume more resources. It also has other consequences, especially to contribute towards the overfitting of the solution (Burke et
al., 2004). This problem is of special relevance with modeling cognitive behavior, because as a general rule simpler and smaller behavior explanations are considered better solutions. Nevertheless, it also has some positive aspects; mainly
the fact that because the brain is a highly redundant structure, this redundancy
can be introduced by the bloating of the structures generated. In our context
bloating is to some extent a good property that needs to be controlled to avoid
overfitting of the solution and control the execution time of the cognitive theories
generated. A possible solution to this problem is to limit the depth of the trees
generated.
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Figure 2. Basic Cognitive Architecture and Task Environment.

3. Strategy for Automatic Generation of Cognitive Theories
In order to generate cognitive theories of behavior, an environment that evaluates
theories needs to be defined. The Theory Evaluation Environment (TEE), presented in
Fig. 2, is composed by two elements: (1) a Cognitive Architecture and (2) a Task
Environment. TEE is designed to evaluate a behavior theory implemented in the Cognitive Architecture for an experiment presented by the Task Environment.
The Cognitive Architecture defines the elements and connections that take place in
the human brain. Designing a cognitive architecture is an open research field with
different approaches, mainly symbolic (Anderson et al., 2004) and connectionist
(O’Reilly, 1998). In our approach, we consider a very basic cognitive architecture that
only presents the main blocks taking part in the execution of mental programs in humans. The Cognitive Architecture presents four main elements: (1) Visual Processor,

(2) Cognitive Memory, (3) Cognitive Processor, and (4) Manual Motor Processor.

• Visual Processor. The Visual Processor comprises all the mechanisms necessary
to generate an image and the mental image that is produced after “seeing” an object.
• Cognitive Memory. The Cognitive Memory groups the components and processes
that store information, including their interactions. Typically two elements are defined, Long-Term Memory (LTM) and Short-Term Memory (STM). The literature
presents a considerable number of studies about their definition, interactions, and
learning processes (Cowan, 2001; Anderson, 1983; Eichenbaum, 2002).
• Cognitive Processor. The Cognitive Processor runs the cognitive program using
data from the Cognitive Memory.
• Manual Motor Processor. The Manual Motor Processor, which receives the input
from the Cognitive Processor, controls the manual actions taken by the individual
running the task.
The Task Environment is defined as the set of elements necessary to define an experiment. This includes not only material elements (screen, keyboard, stimuli used by
the experiments, etc.) but also the description and the protocol of the experiment. The
Task Environment also summarizes the outputs produced for each input in order to
present them in a compact way, typically by presenting the mean and standard deviation (std).
The stages of our approach for automatically generating cognitive theories are:
• Step 1: Define set of operators O and Terminals T, GP parameters, and Fitness
Function. The experiment implemented in the Task Environment will define which
kind of operators are needed. These operators (such as access to STM, inhibition of
visual information, or matching two visual pieces of information) are to some extent
documented in the literature. The set of terminals basically specify the inputs of the
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Figure 3. Environment for automatic generation of cognitive theories.

experiment, and if needed, the set of constants used. Regarding GP parameters and
the fitness function, typical values can be used, although some experimentation can
be useful to obtain better solutions.
• Step 2: Codification of current knowledge of the cognitive task being modeled.
The translation of current theories into formal programs using the set of predefined
operators O and terminals T (defined on the first step) might produce a large number
of different programs, which might reveal inconsistencies across authors or even
within authors. These programs can be used as the initial seed of population and also
for testing that the set of operators O and terminals T are sufficient for carrying out
the task.
• Step 3: Construction of a database containing empirical results of the task being
modeled. Testing the fitness of the theories requires the creation of a database of results from human studies of the behavior being modeled. It is then possible to compute the fitness of a given theory by comparing the predictions of the theory with the
empirical data. The database will contain, among others, the description of the elements used in the experiments, the set of inputs used and the results obtained in each
case. A formal description of the database is presented later.
• Step 4: Use of genetic-programming techniques to evolve the theories. The final
stage uses evolutionary computation to optimize the search through the spaces of
programs. GP receives as inputs: (1) the database of experimental data, which will
be used to test the fitness of each program, (2) the set of primitives, which will be
used to evolve behavior models, and (3) the set of initial behavior theories, that can
be used as seeds to evolve more refined theories. Fig. 3 presents the interconnections
between these elements. TEE receives each program generated by GP, executes the
experiments defined in the Task Environment using the received program as part of
the Cognitive Processor, collects the empirical results, and sends them to GP for fitness evaluation.
• Step 5: Post-processing of the generated theories. Theories generated by GP will
in general contain branches that are not relevant, functions that repeat actions, or
functions that cancel the action of each other. In order to better present and study the
behavior of a theory, the generated theories are simplified. The simplification rules
are dependant of the task and the set of operators.

Experiments = (Experiment1...Experimentm)
Experimenti = (Prototypei Protocoli (Inputi,1...Inputi,n(i) ) (Outputi,1...Outputi,n(i) ) Valuesi ),i =1,..., m
Prototype = ((NameInputi,1 ... NameInputi,l (i) )(OutputNamei,1...OutputNamei,o(i) ))
Protocoli = (((NameInputi,1...NameInputi,z | IDLE)...(NameInputi,1...NameInputi, f | IDLE))
ExposureTimei )
ExposureTimei = (t1...ts(i) )
Inputi, j = (Stimulusi, j,1...Stimulusi, j,l(i) ),i =1,..., m, j =1,..., n(i)
Valuesi = (NumberOfSubjectsi Resultsi )
Resultsi = (Accuracyi stdAccuracyi )

Figure 4. Formal definition of the Experimental Data Database.

O = {Operator1 ...Operatoro }
Operatori =(Prototypei OperatorDefinition i ExecutionErrori ),i=1,...,o
Prototype i =((InputNamei,1 ...InputNamei ,n (i ) )(OutputNamei,1...OutputNamei,o (i ) ))
OperatorDefinition i =(LISP code)
ExecutionErrori ∈ [0,1]
T = {Terminal1 ...Terminalt }

Figure 5. Formal definition of the Set of Operators Database.

Due to the inherent fuzziness of human behavior, this proposed approach faces some
problems, which are presented in the following section.

4. Environment for automatic generation of cognitive theories
The environment, presented in Fig. 3, comprises three main elements: (1) Database
of Experimental Data, (2) Set of Operators and Terminals, and (3) Theory Evaluation
Environment.

4.1 Database of Experimental Data
The database of experimental data contains all the relevant information regarding
the experiments for which a behavior model is going to be evolved. The information
for each experiment includes: the name of the input variables, the name of the output
variables, the communication protocol between the Task Environment and the Cognitive Architecture, the set of inputs given to the system, the set of outputs obtained for
each input, the number of subjects used for the experiments, the number of trials per
subject, and a vector of results, which typically include mean and standard deviation
(std) of accuracy.
Fig. 4 presents a formal representation of the structure of the cognitive database,

Function Operatori ( Inputs )
Obtain Error using ExecutionErrori
If Error
return (random_valid_value)
else
Operatori .OperatorDefinition(Inputs)
return (Output )
end_if
end_Function

Figure 6. Pseudo-code for a generic Operator.

with m the number of experiments described, l(i) the dimension of experiment i (i.e. its
number of inputs), with i=1,…,m, NumberofSubjects the number of subjects that took
part in each experiment, and n(i) the number of trials of each subject. The protocol is
described by the order in which the input variables are presented and their exposure
time. This database provides the information needed by the Task Environment of TEE
to define its parameters, and by the GP algorithm to calculate the fitness function.
Creating such a database for a specific experiment can be very complex, because
the description of the experiments in the neuroscience literature does not necessarily
contain the required information. Section V presents an example of the database we
created for the delayed-match-to-sample task, a typical neuroscience task both with
animals and humans.

4.2 Set of Operators (O) and Terminals (T)
The set of operators and terminals can also be expressed in the form of a database.
The set of operators needed to solve a task can be present to some extent in the existing literature. When designing this set of operators O, closure and completeness properties have to be verified. Regarding the set of terminals T, in general they are the
names of the set of input variables of the task.
Fig. 5 presents the formal definition of O and T, where o is the number of operators
and t is the number of terminals. Each operator contains: (1) a prototype that defines
the number and name of inputs and output, (2) the implementation of the operator in
Lisp, and (3) the execution error. The execution error is a very important parameter,
and its goal is to model the inherent fuzziness of empirical data with humans. Each
operator has an ExecutionError parameter that indicates the probability that this operator is incorrectly executed. This parameter enables us to model human errors due to
imperfections in the motor processor, distractions from the environment, or incomplete understanding of the instructions. When an operator is executed with error, it
outputs a random but valid value. Fig. 6 presents the basic pseudo-code for implementing a generic operator. We have not found references of possible error rates of

Input: Program, Experiments, O
Output: Accuracyi , StdAccuracyi , i = 1,.., m
For each Experimenti , i = 1,..., m
Load Protocoli
For each S = 1 to NumberofSubjectsi
NumberOfCorrectSolutionsS = 0
TotalExecutionTimeS = 0
For L = 1 to n(i)
OutputE =Execute(Program , Input i , L , O, Protocol )
If OutputE = Outputi , L
NumberOfCorrectSolutionsS = NumberofCorrectSolutionsS +1
End_If
End_for
End_for
Accuracyi =mean(NumberOfCorrectSolutions1 ,...,NumberOfCOrrectSolutions NumberOfSubjects )
StdAccuracyi =std(NumberOfCorrectSolutions1 ,..., NumberOfCOrrectSolutionsNumberOfSubjects )
End_for
return(Accuracy1 , StdAccuracy1 ,..., Accuracym , StdAccuracym )

Figure 7. Pseudo-code for the Theory Evaluation Environment.

basic neuroscience operators. Not all operators should have the same execution error,
it is sensible for example to assign and execution error of 0 to infrastructural operators. In Fig. 3, TEE access this database to obtain the definition of the operators in
order to execute the programs evolved and GP to access the set of O and T.

4.3 Theory Evaluation Environment
The Theory Evaluation Environment (TEE), which has been implemented in Lisp,
produces, for a given program and a given experiment, the values that describe the
results of the experiment. In neuroscience, the output values of a theory are quite standard, and, for example, describe to which extent the model carries out a task correctly
(Accuracy) or the variability of correct performance (StdAccuracy). The output of
TEE is returned to the GP environment which will use this value to obtain the fitness
of that specific program by comparing the values received with the experimental data
contained in the experimental database.
Fig. 7 presents the basic pseudocode implemented by TEE. For each one of the experiments of the database i=1,…,m, TEE runs for each subject, for
S=1,…,NumberOfSubjects, and for each input the program, for L=1,…,n(i), and
checks if the solution provided is the same one as the one contained in the experimental database. Once the loops have been executed, the system calculates a mathematical
description of the behavior suitable to be used for evolution purposes. The key function of the process is the “Execute” function. When this function is given a theory in
the form of a program, a set of input values, and O (which provides the Lisp code for
the primitives), it obtains the output of the system. The execution of the program is

easily done by implementing it as a S-expression in Lisp.
In TEE the problem of execution time, present in any GP problem, is made worse
by the number of loops that have to be run to evaluate the fitness of each program.

5. Automatic Generation of Delayed-Match to Sample (DMTS)
Cognitive Theories
This section implements the previous ideas for a well-known neuroscience task,
DMTS. It also compares how a traditional approach of generating theories will work,
and shows how the GP approach can help neuroscientists generate cognitive theories.

5.1 Experiment Description
As an example of the previous ideas we have considered the delayed match to sample (DMTS) task. In this task a stimulus is first presented for a given amount of time,
followed by a delay. Then, two stimuli are presented, and the task is to select which of
these two stimuli matches the stimulus presented first, where one of them always
matches the first one. Fig. 8 presents an example of the chain of stimuli presented by
DMTS with pictures of tools as stimuli. The experiment usually takes place on a computer, so that the subject receives the stimuli through the screen and the outputs of the
subject are received using the computer keyboard. A substantial number of studies

DELAY

time

Figure 8. Example of stimuli presented by DMTS when using “tools” as the generic type.
Photographs courtesy of www.freeimages.co.uk.

focus on this task (e.g., Chao et al, 1999; Elliot and Dollan, 1999; Grady et al., 1998;
Habeck et al., 2003; Mecklinger and Pfeifer, 1996; Zubicaray et al., 2001), ranging
from comparison of results under different conditions to identifying which areas of

the brain take part in the process.
In this example, we used the data of Chao, Haxby and Martin (1999). Their paper
focuses on the areas of the brain that are activated while executing a DMTS task using
different conditions, while at the same time providing results for mean and standard
deviation of accuracy for each task. The conditions on which the authors focused
were: (1) pictures of animals and (2) pictures of tools. The first element is presented
for 1 second in the center of the screen, then there is a delay of 0.5 seconds, after
which the two elements are presented for 2 seconds, one on the left and the other on
the right of the screen. During these two seconds, the individual participating in the
experiment has to select which of the two elements, the one on the right or the one in
the left, is the same as the first element presented. A failure to respond within those
two seconds is considered as an incorrect answer. The task was run for each condition
by four subjects, each one running 60 trials. The paper gave no details about which
exact pictures of animals and tools were used. With animals, the mean percentage of
correct answers was 97% with an std of 1.4%, and with tools, it was 95%, with an std
of 1.2%. Here, we are not interested in the difference between the two conditions
(which were not statistically significant) but in the absolute values of the mean and
standard deviations.
The reason for choosing this study is the simplicity of the experiment. This allows
us to make some very relevant assumptions:
-

-

The experiment only deals with known elements (animals and tools). This
characteristic makes it possible to focus on the process of comparing elements
more that on the process of actually learning the elements of the experiment.
We assume that all the elements presented to a subject during the experiment
are known to that subject (i.e., they are already in LTM), which implies that no
learning takes place. The process of accessing LTM can thus be waived; the
subject will always find the elements and put them in STM.
The whole process, for a given set of inputs, takes place in 3.5 seconds. This
allows another important assumption: STM can retain information perfectly
within this period of time. Hence, no modeling of STM decay is needed.

5.2 Traditional Computational Neuroscience Approach
In this section we generate a behavior model for DMTS in a traditional way. In order
to facilitate the comparison with a GP-generated theory, we also present the humangenerated theory in the form of a program. First, we start by defining the cognitive
memory: we assume that no LTM is needed and that STM works as a queue with four
elements (Cowen, 2001; Gobet and Clarkson, 2004). Regarding the program of the
cognitive processor our theory consists in the following steps:
Step 1) The first input, called I1 and presented in the center of the screen, is processed
by the Visual Processor and stored in STM.
Step 2) During the delay, no action is taken.

Step 3) The second input, called I2 and presented in the left part of the screen, is processed by the Visual Processor and stored in STM.
Step 4) The third input, called I3 and presented in the right part of the screen, is processed by the Visual Processor and stored in STM.
Step 5) During the 2 seconds that I2 and I3 are presented in the screen, the following
process takes place: If I1 is equal to I2, the same element is the one the left,
and if not, the same element is the one on the right. Considering that STM
works as a queue, we are actually comparing the third position of the queue
(where I1 is stored) with the second position (where I2 is stored).
Step 6) The result of the comparison is passed to the Manual Motor Processor, which
selects “left” or “right” accordingly.
Using a traditional computational neuroscience approach, the previous theory first
needs to be expressed in the form of a program, and, then be validated by comparing
its output (mean and standard deviation of accuracy) to the experimental data reported
by the authors. In order to present the previous DMTS theory in the form of a tree, we
need to define the inputs and the functions of the program (something that actually
will be very useful later to define O and T). The theory has three inputs, I1, I2 and I3,
and one output with two possible values: “left” or “right”. Regarding the functions, it
is clear from the previous steps that we need an operator to write in STM (WSTM),
and another one, called AdvancedCompare, that compares the third and the second
position of STM and outputs “left” or “right” depending on the result of the comparison. In order to be able to express the program in the form of a tree, we also need an
operation to express sequentiality, called Sequence, which outputs the value received
from the last parameter executed. The program can be expressed as:
(sequence (sequence (WSTM I1) (WSTM I2) (WSTM I3)) AdvanceCompare)

(1)

Fig. 9 graphically presents the program tree that expresses our theory, where squares
indicate inputs, ovals indicate operators or functions, and arrows indicate the flow of
information. In order to check the validity of our human-generated theory, the program
of Fig. 9, in the form of a Lisp S-expression, was evaluated in TEE.
“right” or “left”

Sequence

Sequence

AdvanceCompare

WSTM

WSTM

WSTM

I1

I2

I3

Figure 9. Tree implementation of the human-generated DMTS theory.

Table II. Set of operators defined for O1.
Operator
Progn2

putSTM

Compare12
Compare13
Compare23

Description
Function: executes two inputs sequentially.
Input: Input1, Input2.
Output: The output produced by Input2.
Function: Writes the input in STM.
Input: Input1.
Output: The element written in STM (Input1).
Function: Compares positions 1 and 2 of STM and returns NIL if
they are not equal or the element if they are equal.
Input: None.
Output: NIL or the element being compared.
As Compare 12 but with elements 1 and 3 of the STM.
As Compare 12 but with elements 2 and 3 of the STM.

Table III. Set of operators defined for O2.
Operator
Progn2

putSTM

Compare12
Compare13
Compare23
OpNIL

AccessSTM1
AccessSTM2
AccessSTM3

If_condition

Description
Function: executes two inputs sequentially.
Input: Input1, Input2.
Output: The output produced by Input2.
Function: Writes the input parameter in STM.
Input: Input1.
Output: The element written in STM.
Function: Compares elements 1 and 2 of STM and returns NIL or TRUE.
Input: None.
Output: NIL or TRUE.
As Compare12 but with elements 1 and 3 of the STM.
As Compare12 but with elements 2 and 3 of the STM.
Function: Produces and returns NIL
Input: None
Output: NIL
Function: Reads the element 1 of STM and outputs it.
Input: None
Output: Value contained in position 1 of STM
As AccessSTM1 but with position 2.
As AccessSTM1 but with position 3.
Function: Evaluates a condition and executes input2 if it is TRUE or
INPUT3 if it is NIL.
Input: Condition, Input2, Input3
Output: The value produced by Input2 or input3 depending on the value of
condition.

Each function was assigned an error factor (ExecutionError) of 0.02%, and in order
to have reliable data we executed the experiment and collected the results ten times.
This gave us a total of ten values for Accuracy and StdAccuracy, which averaged to
95.7% and 1.8% for animals, and 96.6% and 1.38% for tools. When compared with
the experimental values of 97% and 1.4% for animals and 95% and 1.2% for tools, our
human-generated theory explains at an acceptable level the cognitive process under-

Parameter
MDNI
MDIAC
FRF
CAPF
CAFPF
MDNS
MS
MIG
RS

Table IV. Parameters used for evolution.
Value
10
12
0.1
0.2
0.2
1
Fitness proportionate
Ramped half and half
0.8

taken by humans to solve the DMTS task. The next section solves the same problem
but using the GP approach.
5.3 GP Theory Generation Approach
This section follows the strategy defined in Section III to automatically generate
theories that solve DMTS. As in our example of a theory generated by the traditional
computational neuroscience approach, there is no LTM, and STM is a four-element
queue.
5.3.1 Definition of Operators (O), Terminals(T), GP parameters and Fitness
Function
When defining the set of operators O, several factors need to be taken into account:
(1) the cognitive architecture, (2) existing theories found in the literature, and (3) the
definition of the task to be modeled. Also O should verify completeness and closure.
In general, in an environment such as neuroscience, completeness can only be established via experimentation. By contrast, the problem of closure can be solved when
designing the operators. In our case, we have designed all primitives to have as inputs
and outputs either “False” (the Lisp value NIL) or one of the values of the inputs. In
DMTS, the simulation has to output “right” of “left” depending on which element is
equal to the first one, and in our case this has been solved by using “False” to indicate
“left” and any element of the experiment (not false) to indicate “right”.
Considering the previous factors we have defined two sets of operators, O1 and
O2. Table II and Table III present the operators defined. In both cases all the operators have been assigned an execution error (ExecutionError) of 0.02. The two sets of
operations represent very different philosophies about how to model DMTS. While
O1 is a high level approach with complex operators, like Compare, that actually contains a condition and an access to STM in it, O2 has a lower granularity with simpler
operators. Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages: O2 will generate

models of behavior with smaller granularity, which will be more difficult to understand, and will define a higher dimensional search space, but it also makes it possible
to design operators that can be used to model other tasks. O1 produces a smaller dimensional space, which implies that solutions could be found in a smaller amount of
time, and because of the high granularity the behavior of the models will be easier to
understand. Nevertheless, operations as complex as Compare in O1 will likely be
useful only for DMTS, which reduces the applicability of the results obtained.
Regarding the set of terminals T for both sets of operators, in this case only three
variables (I1, I2 and I3) and no constants are needed. Regarding the fitness function,
we have decided to use a very simple measure based on the distance between the elements that describe the desired behavior and the behavior of the program being evaluated. With (Accuracy1 stdAccuracy1 Accuracy2 stdAccuracy2) being the desired behavior expressed by Chao et al. (1999) for faces (experiment 1) and tools (experiment 2),
with values (0.95 1.4 0.97 1.4), and (GPAccuracy1 GPstdAccuracy1 GPAccuracy2
GPstdAccuracy2) the vector returned by TEE after evaluating a theory in both experiments, the standardized fitness F is defined as:
2

F = ∑ Accuracy j − GPAccuracy j +
j =1
2

(2)

∑ StdAccuracy j − GPStdAccuracy j
j =1

Table IV presents the parameters used for the GP evolution; M and N are tested
with different values. The rest of values, unless noted, are constant for all the evolutions. The Method of Stop (MS) is one of the following: either (1) M reaches its limit
value, or (2) the following two conditions are verified at the same time:
2

∑ Accuracy j − GPAccuracy j < 0.1

(3)

∑ StdAccuracy j − GPStdAccuracy j < 0.05

(4)

j =1

2
j =1

This implies that we consider values for accuracy acceptable if the difference is
smaller that 10% for the means and smaller that 5% for std. We consider that a solution has been found only if GP stops because (3) and (4) are verified.

Experiments =(ExperimentAnimals,ExperimentTools)
ExperimentAnimals =(PrototypeAnimals ProtocolAnimals (Inputi,1...Inputi,60 )
(Outputi,1...Outputi,60 ) ValuesAnimals)
PrototypeAnimals = ((I1 I2 I3)(O1))
ProtocolAnimals = ((I1)(IDLE)(I2 I3)) (10.5 2))
ValuesAnimals = (4 (0.97 1.4 ))
ExperimentTools =(PrototypeTools ProtocolTools (Inputi,1...Inputi,60 )
(Outputi,1...Outputi,60 ) ValuesTools)
PrototypeTools = ((I1 I2 I3)(O1))
ProtocolTools = ((I1)(IDLE)(I2 I3))(10.5 2))
ValuesTools = (4 (0.95 1.2 ))

Figure 10. Experimental Database for DMTS task.

5.3.2 Construction of a Database of Experimental Data
In this step, a database containing the experimental data described in (Chao et al.,
1999) has been constructed. Fig. 10 presents an instantiation of the data structure
defined in Fig. 4 that contains the experimental data needed for the experiment with
faces and tools. It contains the protocol and the time exposures, which are the same in
both cases, the number of trials, 60, the number of subjects, 4, and the values obtained
in each experiment. Inputs and Outputs have not been detailed for space purposes, but
they were generated using a pseudo-random sequences of digits.
5.3.3 GP-generated Cognitive Theories for DMTS: Analysis of Results
This section details the solutions obtained when using GP with the experimental data
for the DMTS task. The theories presented have already been postprocessed to better
present their behavior. The environment produced a variety of solutions when using
O1 and O2. Both sets of operators were executed ninety times, with N=20, 40, 60 and
M=50, 80, 100 and for ten values of RS (the random seed used by GP). Fig. 11 presents the theory generated, expressed in the form of a tree, when using O1 and N=20
and M=50. Fig. 12 presents the theory produced when using O1 and N=60 and M=80.
Fig. 13 is the theory produced with O1 and N=40 and M=80, and Fig. 14 with O2 and
N=60 and M=80. Other combinations of N and M did not produce any solution. As
can be seen, any of the theories generated basically represent the same behavior: writing the inputs in STM and then comparing them.

“right” or “left”

progn2

progn2

Compare12

putSTM

putSTM

I2

I1

Figure 11. Tree of the GP generated theory with O1, N=20 and M=50.
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Figure 12. Tree of the GP generated theory with O1, N=60 and M=80.
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Figure 13. Tree of the GP generated theory with O1, N=40 and M=80.

The goal of our system is to help neuroscientists find some interesting characteristics of the behavior that is being modeled, which would be far more difficult if a traditional approach was used. For example, in our case, the GP approach enabled to find
that it is not necessary to write the three inputs in STM, but that it is enough to encode
I1 and one of the other two inputs, I2 or I3 (see the theories presented in Fig. 11 and
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progn2

progn2

putSTM

I2

putSTM
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I1

Compare13

OpNIL

AccessSTM1
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Figure 14. Tree of the GP generated theory with O2, N=60 and M=80.

Fig. 12). That is, if one element is not the same as the original, the other must be equal
to it. Thus, in order to solve the problem when using O1, the minimum set of operators
is {progn2, putSTM} and one of the operators Compare12 or Compare13, the other
two operators not being necessary. Some readers of a previous version of this paper
found this explanation counter-intuitive. Surprising and counter-intuitive explanations
are not necessarily a bad thing in science, and they can indeed lead to important discoveries (Simon, 1977). While we do not know any empirical data that directly support the proposed GP-theories, we do not know of any study that directly refutes this
explanation either. Thus, an unexpected if modest contribution of this paper is to propose a hypothesis about behavior in the DMTS task that can be tested by further empirical studies.
The solution obtained with O2, although basically producing the same behavior as
the one obtained with O1, produces a more complex tree because of the lower granularity of its operators. When using O2, the lower granularity of the operators affects
the dimensionality of the search space and the density of the solutions. As a result,
only one in ninety evolutions of O2 produced a solution, compared to three in ninety
when using O1. Although having operators with lower granularity has its advantages,
these results also show that it is important to balance the level of granularity with the
complexity of the search space.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
Cognitive neuroscience has typically used a traditional scientific research approach
in which neuroscientists generate a theory and use experimental data to validate it.
With the introduction of computational neuroscience, computers have been used to
model data and help develop theories. In this paper, we have presented an environment to automatically generate cognitive theories by using GP, where the evolution
process was guided by the experimental data. Our approach had three characteristics
that differentiate it from traditional GP applications: (1) lack of standard operators, (2)

construction of experimental databases, and (3) simulation of human behavior. We
have designed an environment and a strategy for generating cognitive theories and
have applied it to a typical neuroscience task, the delayed-match-to-sample task. Our
results show that the system can automatically generate cognitive theories, and that
these theories can help neuroscientists in the process of understanding how the mind
works.
We acknowledge that the task used in this paper (the DMTS task) is very simple
and that we used few data points for computing fitness. Thus, it is an open question as
to whether our technique applies to more complex tasks. While our study can be seen
as an existence proof, there are obviously important issues that must be answered
before being confident of the generality of our methodology. However, establishing
that our technique is successful with simple tasks is an important first step. We also
note that some of the generated theories are counter-intuitive and thus scientifically
interesting, leading to predictions that can be tested empirically. Finally, our approach
raises difficult technical and conceptual issues, including the need for heuristics filtering the generated theories and methods enabling humans to make sense of these theories.
We plan to apply our approach to generate cognitive theories to other typical neuroscience tasks, especially tasks involving learning, in order to further establish the
benefits of using an automatic approach. The inclusion of additional information, such
as the response time needed to make a decision, would help select better theories.
Neuroscience is not only interested in explaining behavior but also in identifying in
which areas of the brain cognitive operators are executed. Actually, the best part of
experimental data found in the literature for a given task focus on this topic, more than
in generating cognitive theories. We think that by widening our strategy and our environment to include information about the localization of brain activity for a given task,
we will be able to evolve not only behavior theories, but also the mapping between
these primitives and brain structures (Gobet and Parker, 2005).
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